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Abstract. Low stratospheric temperatures are known to be
responsible for heterogeneous chlorine activation that leads
to polar ozone depletion. Here, we discuss the temperature
threshold below which substantial chlorine activation occurs.
We suggest that the onset of chlorine activation is dominated
by reactions on cold binary aerosol particles, without the for-
mation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), i.e. without any
significant uptake of HNO3 from the gas phase. Using reac-
tion rates on cold binary aerosol in a model of stratospheric
chemistry, a chlorine activation threshold temperature, TACL,
is derived. At typical stratospheric conditions, TACL is simi-
lar in value to TNAT (within 1–2 K), the highest temperature
at which nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) can exist. TNAT is still
in use to parameterise the threshold temperature for the on-
set of chlorine activation. However, perturbations can cause
TACL to differ from TNAT: TACL is dependent upon H2O and
potential temperature, but unlike TNAT is not dependent upon
HNO3. Furthermore, in contrast to TNAT, TACLis dependent
upon the stratospheric sulfate aerosol loading and thus pro-
vides a means to estimate the impact on polar ozone of strong
volcanic eruptions and some geo-engineering options, which
are discussed. A parameterisation of TACL is provided here,
allowing it to be calculated for low solar elevation (or high
solar zenith angle) over a comprehensive range of strato-
spheric conditions. Considering TACL as a proxy for chlorine
activation cannot replace a detailed model calculation, and
polar ozone loss is influenced by other factors apart from the
initial chlorine activation. However, TACL provides a more
accurate description of the temperature conditions necessary
for chlorine activation and ozone loss in the polar strato-
sphere than TNAT.
Keywords. Atmospheric composition and structure (Middle
atmosphere – composition and chemistry)
1 Introduction
For more than two decades, most of the stratospheric ozone
over Antarctica has disappeared each spring in a phe-
nomenon commonly known as the “ozone hole” (Farman
et al., 1985; Stolarski et al., 1986; Jones and Shanklin, 1995).
Similar but more variable and less severe ozone loss has oc-
curred in the Arctic (e.g., Hofmann et al., 1989; Mu¨ller et al.,
1996; Manney et al., 2003; Rex et al., 2004; Tilmes et al.,
2004). The strongest ozone loss so far in the Arctic was ob-
served in early spring 2011 (Manney et al., 2011). It is well
established that polar ozone is lost through rapid, gas phase
catalytic cycles involving chlorine atoms (McElroy et al.,
1986; Molina and Molina, 1987; Solomon, 1999), which are
primarily derived from man-made chemicals such as chlo-
rofluorocarbons (CFCs).
Although chlorine is present throughout the stratosphere,
it is usually bound in relatively inert “reservoir” species, in
particular HCl and ClONO2, so that the severe polar ozone
loss cannot be explained solely on the basis of gas phase
chemistry. As early as 1986, heterogeneous reactions on the
surfaces of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) were suggested
to be an important element of polar ozone chemistry (McEl-
roy et al., 1986; Solomon et al., 1986). Of particular impor-
tance for liberating the ozone-destroying potential of chlo-
rine is the reaction between HCl and ClONO2 (Reaction R1),
which leads to a conversion of the chlorine bound in reser-
voir species to active, ozone-destroying, chlorine compounds
(Solomon et al., 1986).
Heterogeneous reactions have an influence on the extent of
chlorine activation and polar ozone loss during three phases
in polar winter and spring: first, the initial rapid activa-
tion, when temperatures in polar winter first fall below the
threshold that allows heterogeneous chlorine activation to be
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effective; second, the slower activation of the HCl that re-
mains after the initial activation (e.g., Crutzen et al., 1992;
Mu¨ller et al., 1994; Portmann et al., 1996); and, finally, the
period in late winter and spring when heterogeneous reac-
tions compete with rapid gas phase deactivation reactions for
the maintenance of high levels of active chlorine (e.g., Port-
mann et al., 1996; Grooß et al., 2011).
This paper revisits the processes controlling the on-
set of heterogeneous chlorine activation, when air masses
cool from temperatures above ∼ 196 K, where heteroge-
neous chlorine activation is negligible, to lower temperatures
where heterogeneous chlorine activation is rapid. These pro-
cesses are important for reliable assessments of future polar
ozone loss. In the future, the pattern of chlorine activation
might be altered through climate change (IPCC/TEAP, 2005;
WMO, 2007, 2011), strong volcanic eruptions, or, possibly,
through “geo-engineering”, i.e., an artificial enhancement of
the stratospheric sulfate layer (Crutzen, 2006; Tilmes et al.,
2008a; Rasch et al., 2008).
The most important heterogeneous reactions for chlorine
activation are
ClONO2 +HCl → Cl2 +HNO3 (R1)
ClONO2 +H2O → HOCl+HNO3 (R2)
HCl+HOCl → Cl2 +H2O (R3)
In each reaction, reservoir species (ClONO2, HCl) are con-
verted into photolabile species (Cl2, HOCl) that photolyse
readily in springtime, initiating gas phase ozone destruction.
Reactions (R1)–(R3) are very slow in the gas phase, but they
are efficient both in the liquid phase and on solid particle
surfaces at low temperatures. The efficiency of each reaction
varies depending upon the type of particle and the prevail-
ing temperature (Tolbert et al., 1988; Ravishankara and Han-
son, 1996; Carslaw and Peter, 1997; Peter, 1997; Solomon,
1999; Lowe and MacKenzie, 2008; Sander et al., 2011; Peter
and Grooß, 2012). Particles of different physical states and
compositions may coexist in the same stratospheric air par-
cel (e.g., Solomon, 1999; Blum et al., 2005; Pitts et al., 2009,
2011; Khosrawi et al., 2011).
Sulfate aerosol particles, composed of binary H2SO4/H2O
solutions, are ubiquitous in the stratosphere. More limited in
extent are PSCs, which only form at the low temperatures
of polar winter. The most prevalent PSC types are composed
of HNO3, either the more stable solid-phase compound ni-
tric acid trihydrate (NAT), or liquid supercooled ternary so-
lutions (STS) of HNO3/H2SO4/H2O. The transition from bi-
nary H2SO4/H2O particles to STS particles is continuous.
However, the uptake of HNO3 and the resulting growth in
particle volume increases rapidly below ∼ 193 K at typical
stratospheric conditions (Carslaw et al., 1994; Peter, 1997;
Lowe and MacKenzie, 2008; Peter and Grooß, 2012). Wa-
ter ice PSCs will form at temperatures below the ice frost
point. Multiple factors, in particular temperature, determine
the mixture of different PSC particles present at any location.
The efficiency of heterogeneous reactions on a particular
particle type is described by the (dimensionless) reactive up-
take coefficient γ (also called sticking coefficient). The reac-
tivity on NAT particles is poorly determined from laboratory
measurements (Carslaw and Peter, 1997; WMO, 1999; Peter
and Grooß, 2012), with the temperature-dependent γ -values
based on the measurements by Hanson and Ravishankara
(1993) being substantially greater than those based on Abbatt
and Molina (1992). There is also some uncertainty regarding
the reactivity on liquid particles, but the difference between
the different parameterisations is much less than in the case
of NAT (see Fig. 6 in Shi et al., 2001).
The onset of chlorine activation is determined by the par-
ticles which, upon cooling of the polar stratosphere, first pro-
vide surfaces for efficient heterogeneous reactions. Because
the formation of solid NAT PSCs is difficult under strato-
spheric conditions and therefore requires substantial super-
cooling, liquid-phase particles will likely control the onset of
chlorine activation (Solomon, 1999; Peter and Grooß, 2012).
PSCs frequently contain liquid-phase STS particles (e.g.,
Carslaw et al., 1997a; Peter, 1997; Solomon, 1999; Pitts
et al., 2009), and laboratory studies have revealed that chem-
istry on liquid PSCs is efficient (e.g., Tolbert et al., 1988;
Hanson et al., 1994; Shi et al., 2001). Studies have increas-
ingly emphasised the importance of STS PSCs for chlorine
activation (e.g., Hanson et al., 1994; Ravishankara and Han-
son, 1996; Kawa et al., 1997; Solomon, 1999; Engel et al.,
2000; Hanisco et al., 2002). Further, binary H2SO4/H2O
aerosol particles have been discussed for many years as a
potentially important contributor to chlorine chemistry and
polar ozone loss (Hofmann and Solomon, 1989; Wolff and
Mulvaney, 1991; Turco and Hamill, 1992; Hofmann and Olt-
mans, 1993; Cox et al., 1994; Hanson et al., 1994; Portmann
et al., 1996).
Uptake coefficients for Reactions (R1)–(R3) for liquid
(cold binary and STS) and NAT particles are shown in Fig. 1.
The γ -values for liquid particles (green lines) are deduced
from the parameterisation by Shi et al. (2001) as recom-
mended by the NASA/JPL panel for evaluation kinetic and
photochemical data (Sander et al., 2011). For NAT, two op-
tions for γ are shown: the recommended values (Sander
et al., 2011), i.e., constant γ -values (red lines, “NAT, Origi-
nal”) and temperature-dependent γ -values from Carslaw and
Peter (1997) based on the laboratory measurements by Ab-
batt and Molina (1992) (“NAT, New γ ”, magenta line).
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, as an explanation for
the Antarctic ozone hole and polar ozone loss, the picture
emerged that chlorine activation occurs on the surfaces of
solid PSCs consisting of either NAT or ice (e.g., Salawitch
et al., 1988; Henderson et al., 1990). Models designed to ex-
plain observations of a perturbed polar chlorine chemistry
were based on the assumption that chlorine activation occurs
on NAT and ice surfaces (e.g., Jones et al., 1990a; Crutzen
et al., 1992; Prather, 1992; Mu¨ller et al., 1994; Chipper-
field et al., 1994; Kettleborough et al., 1994). Furthermore,
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Fig. 1. Reactive uptake coefficients (γ ) used in this work as a func-
tion of temperature for Reactions (R1)–(R3). Assumed molar mix-
ing ratios of traces species are 1 ppbv ClONO2, 2 ppbv HCl, 5 ppmv
H2O, 0.15 ppbv H2SO4. Calculations are for 50 hPa. For the reac-
tive uptake on liquid particles, the parameterisation reported by Shi
et al. (2001) is employed (green lines), as recommended (Sander
et al., 2011). For NAT particles, the (constant) recommended reac-
tive uptake coefficients (Sander et al., 2011) are shown (NAT, Orig-
inal; red lines) as well as the temperature-dependent γ -values from
Carslaw and Peter (1997) based on the laboratory measurements by
Abbatt and Molina (1992) (NAT, New γ ; magenta line).
observations indicated that the onset of chlorine activation
occurs at 195 K (Toohey et al., 1993; Webster et al., 1993;
Santee et al., 1997; Ku¨hl et al., 2004), coinciding with TNAT,
the temperature threshold below which NAT can exist. Al-
though it has been stated for more than a decade that po-
lar chlorine activation is caused to a large extent by hetero-
geneous reactions on liquid-phase particles (e.g., Solomon,
1999), TNAT (or, alternatively, 195 K) is still being used as
a first-order approximation to parameterise the onset of het-
erogeneous chlorine activation in models (Geer et al., 2006;
Kiesewetter et al., 2010; Eyring et al., 2010; Morgenstern
et al., 2010).
Furthermore, measurements have shown that the total vol-
ume of air exposed to temperatures below TNAT (labelled
VPSC) is quantitatively related to springtime ozone loss
(Rex et al., 2004, 2006; Tilmes et al., 2004). This relation-
ship has been used to estimate future ozone loss (Knudsen
et al., 2004) and to evaluate model performance (Chipper-
field et al., 2005; Douglass et al., 2006). However, variability
in VPSC values from one study to another has raised questions
about the definitions of TNAT and VPSC (Chipperfield et al.,
2005). Answering these questions requires an understanding
of the physical and chemical processes linking TNAT to chlo-
rine activation and ozone loss.
Here, we will examine the factors controlling the onset of
chlorine activation, and by implication ozone loss, in polar
winter. We suggest that heterogeneous reactions on liquid,
cold binary aerosols are effective at temperatures near 195 K,
without PSC formation, i.e. without a significant depletion of
HNO3 in the gas phase. Using liquid reactivities, a temper-
ature threshold for chlorine activation, TACL, is derived, and
its behaviour under varying stratospheric conditions is de-
scribed. Inaccuracies introduced by using TNAT as a proxy for
the chlorine activation threshold temperature are explored,
suggesting that TACL will provide a more accurate descrip-
tion than TNAT of the onset of polar chlorine activation and
ozone loss.
Some years ago, the concept of TACL (including the
parametrisation in Eq. 2) was presented at conferences
(Drdla, 2005, 2006). Based on these presentations, TACL as a
threshold temperature for polar chlorine activation has been
employed recently to study the effect of a possible future
hydrogen economy on polar ozone loss (Feck et al., 2008),
to evaluate the performance of chemistry climate models
(Tilmes et al., 2007), and to estimate the possible effect of a
mitigation of climate change by the artificial injection of sul-
fur into the stratosphere (Crutzen, 2006; Rasch et al., 2008)
on polar ozone loss (Tilmes et al., 2008a, 2009). A prelimi-
nary account of the findings reported here was given by Drdla
and Mu¨ller (2010).
2 Heterogeneous chemistry on nitric acid trihydrate
Because NAT is the most stable composition for condensed
phase, crystalline HNO3 under stratospheric conditions,
TNAT is the highest temperature at which polar stratospheric
clouds containing crystalline particles containing HNO3 can
exist. Based on a formula derived from laboratory measure-
ments (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988; Worsnop et al.,
1993), TNAT can be calculated in a simple way, as a function
of atmospheric pressure and of H2O and HNO3 partial pres-
sures. Comparison of TNAT with temperatures of meteoro-
logical analyses allows an assessment of where polar strato-
spheric NAT clouds can potentially exist.
The temperature dependence of chlorine activation result-
ing from the assumption that chlorine activation occurs at
TNAT is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the line labelled “NAT,
Original” provides the chlorine reactivity on NAT particles
as a function of temperature. The rate (in units of s−1) of an
individual heterogeneous reaction on a given particle type is
determined from
k = 1
4
γ ·SA · v (1)
(Hofmann and Solomon, 1989; Brasseur and Solomon,
2005), where γ is the reactive uptake coefficient (Fig. 1) for
the reaction on the particle type, SA is the total surface area
density of the particle type, and v is the mean molecular ve-
locity of the gas phase reactant.
A model (Drdla et al., 2002; Drdla and Schoeberl, 2002)
has been used to calculate surface areas and reaction prob-
abilities as a function of temperature for all relevant parti-
cle types. Assumed chlorine levels are 1 ppbv for ClONO2
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Fig. 2. Chlorine reactivity from heterogeneous reactions as a func-
tion of temperature, for several particulate compositions and reac-
tion probabilities. Calculations are for 50 hPa. (Top panel) Typical
stratospheric conditions (10 ppbv HNO3, 5 ppmv H2O). (Bottom
panel) Denitrified conditions (2 ppbv HNO3). Chlorine reactivity is
calculated by adding up the loss rates of both ClONO2 and HCl
due to Reactions (R1)–(R3). The resulting total is divided by the
sum of the concentration of ClONO2 and HCl. (Assumed chlorine
levels are 1 ppbv for ClONO2 and 2 ppbv for HCl.) For the “NAT,
Original” case, NAT is assumed to form immediately at TNAT. The
surface area density is calculated assuming a NAT particle concen-
tration of 1 cm−3 and that all excess HNO3 condenses (i.e., NAT
is at equilibrium). The reaction probabilities (γ -values) on NAT are
assumed to be constant, specifically 0.2 for (Reaction R1), 0.004 for
(Reaction R2), and 0.1 for (Reaction R3) (Sander et al., 2006, 2011,
Table 5-2). “NAT, Current” demonstrates the decrease in NAT re-
activity relative to “NAT, Original” caused by updated assumptions
about surface area and reaction probability (see text for details).
The “NAT, Current” case assumes that the NAT surface area den-
sity is 0.1 µm2 cm−3. This surface area is consistent with a NAT
particle concentration of 10−4 cm−3 after five days of continuous
growth (see Fig. 3 below). The NAT reaction probabilities are the
same as in the “NAT, New γ ” case. “NAT, New γ ” combines the
high surface areas from “NAT, Original” with the updated reaction
probabilities (from Carslaw and Peter, 1997, lower limit scheme
based on the measurements by Abbatt and Molina, 1992) of “NAT
Current”. Each NAT case shows the reactivity due to NAT parti-
cles alone. “Liquid” shows the reactivity on liquid sulfate aerosols
(assuming 0.15 ppbv H2SO4) incorporating HNO3 uptake to form
STS. “Liquid (binary)” shows the reactivity on liquid aerosols for
binary H2SO4/H2O solutions, i.e. without HNO3 uptake (Shi et al.,
2001; Sander et al., 2011).
and 2 ppbv for HCl (e.g., Wilmouth et al., 2006). For the
“NAT, Original” reactivity, NAT is assumed to be in equi-
librium with the gas phase and is assumed to form at TNAT,
and the surface area is calculated assuming a NAT particle
concentration of 1 cm−3. This yields a large surface area den-
sity (∼ 7µm2 cm−3). The reaction probabilities on NAT are
assumed to be constant, specifically 0.2 for (Reaction R1),
0.004 for (Reaction R2), and 0.1 for (Reaction R3), follow-
ing the current recommendation (Sander et al., 2006, 2011,
Table 5-2). The resultant loss rates of both ClONO2 and HCl
due to Reactions (R1)–(R3) were added up and divided by
the sum of the concentration of ClONO2 and HCl to provide
the normalised chlorine reactivity shown in Fig. 2.
For the “NAT, Original” calculation, a step increase in
reactivity occurs at TNAT. Above TNAT there is no chlo-
rine activation, but 1 K below TNAT the initial activation
step (i.e., the depletion of ClONO2) takes only one day.
However, the “NAT, Original” reactivity is contingent upon
three distinct assumptions, all of which must be satisfied for
TNAT to provide a reliable indicator of chlorine activation:
(1) NAT nucleates promptly once temperature drops below
TNAT; (2) NAT nucleates in a large fraction of the pre-existing
aerosol particles resulting in large number densities and thus
in large surface area densities of NAT particles; and (3) chlo-
rine activation on NAT is rapid at temperatures near TNAT.
The last assumption, that reaction probabilities on NAT are
fast near TNAT, is true when the reaction probabilities are
assumed to be constant instead of temperature-dependent.
Laboratory measurements (Abbatt and Molina, 1992; Han-
son and Ravishankara, 1993) have shown that on NAT all
three Reactions (R1)–(R3) are sensitive to the relative hu-
midity, which increases rapidly with decreasing temperature.
However, Carslaw and Peter (1997) found that the laboratory
measurements by Abbatt and Molina (1992) and by Hanson
and Ravishankara (1993) led to very different reactive uptake
coefficients for Reaction (R1) (up to factors of 50 to 100,
Carslaw and Peter, 1997; WMO, 1999). Following Carslaw
et al. (1997b), we suggest that two schemes should be consid-
ered for Reactions (R1)–(R3) on NAT particles: one based on
the measurements by Hanson and Ravishankara (1993) as an
upper limit, and one based on an extrapolation of the mea-
surements by Abbatt and Molina (1992) as the lower limit.
Incorporating the humidity dependence of NAT reactivity
(Carslaw and Peter, 1997), adopting the lower limit scheme
provided by Carslaw and Peter (1997) (based on the measure-
ments by Abbatt and Molina, 1992), and assuming the same
large NAT surface areas as “NAT, Original” decreases chlo-
rine reactivities at TNAT by three orders of magnitude (“NAT,
New γ ”). The reactivity only exceeds 0.1 day−1 at 5 K or
more below TNAT and cooling to the ice frost point is neces-
sary to approach the “NAT, Original” values (Fig. 2).
A similar figure to Fig. 2 showing heterogeneous chlorine
reactivity was published by Dameris et al. (2007), who used
the upper limit scheme based on the measurements by Han-
son and Ravishankara (1993) for the NAT reactivity and ob-
tained the same basic result, namely that the time scale for
heterogeneous chlorine activation of a typical NAT cloud is
much longer than that on liquid aerosol particles.
Furthermore, PSCs are often not present at temperatures
below TNAT (Schlager et al., 1990; Dye et al., 1990; Pitts
et al., 2007, 2009; WMO, 2011; Lambert et al., 2012) and
the PSCs that do form are frequently liquid-phase STS PSCs
or mixtures of NAT and STS particles instead of pure NAT
(Carslaw et al., 1997a; Peter, 1997; Solomon, 1999; Blum
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Fig. 3. Surface area density and growth for low NAT particle con-
centrations. (a) Surface area density. “NAT, max” shows the max-
imum (equilibrium) surface area density. “NAT, 1 day” and “NAT,
5 days” show microphysical model calculations (Drdla et al., 2002)
after one and five days. The coexistent liquid surface area density
is also shown. (b) Timescales for growth and denitrification. The
growth curves show the time necessary for 50 %, 10 %, and 1 % of
the HNO3 to condense. The denitrification curve shows the time
necessary for 10% of the total HNO3 to sediment 1 km. The as-
sumed conditions for all calculations in this figure are temperature,
192 K (∼ three kelvin below TNAT), potential temperature, 475 K,
10 ppbv total HNO3, and 5 ppmv total H2O. Particle altitude was
kept constant for the entire calculation.
et al., 2005; Ho¨pfner et al., 2009; Pitts et al., 2009, 2011;
Khosrawi et al., 2011). Results from CALIPSO (Cloud-
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations,
Pitts et al., 2007, 2009) confirm that TNAT is a poor quan-
titative proxy for the occurrence of PSC (where CALIPSO
detects particle number densities > 3–5cm−3). Using TNAT
in this way leads to a significantly overestimated PSC areal
extent (see Fig. 2-13 in WMO, 2011).
Moreover, in laboratory experiments in the AIDA simu-
lation chamber, NAT does not form even when supersatura-
tions up to S = 26 prevail for up to four hours. Solely the for-
mation of nitric acid dihydrate was observed (Wagner et al.,
2005). This observation is consistent with laboratory studies
by Fox et al. (1995), who observed that, under stratospheric
conditions, metastable nitric acid dihydrate always formed
before NAT and persisted for long periods. The detection of
mixtures of nitric acid dihydrate and NAT over Antarctica
in remote sensing measurements was reported by Kim et al.
(2006) based on remote sensing measurements. The micro-
physical processes hindering NAT formation remain uncer-
tain (Peter and Grooß, 2012).
Finally, the large surface areas in the “NAT, Original” cal-
culation are controlled by the assumed NAT particle concen-
tration (Fig. 3a) and are only possible for NAT concentrations
greater than 1 cm−3. The maximum surface area possible for
a given HNO3 mixing ratio is the equilibrium surface area
assuming that all available HNO3 condenses onto a speci-
fied number of particles. Assuming that all particles are of
equal size (and noting that the total NAT volume is fixed),
the surface area is proportional to n1/3, where n is the num-
ber density of particles (Fig. 3a).
However, the primary evidence for large NAT concentra-
tions of ∼ 1cm−3 comes from PSC observations (Dye et al.,
1990) that have since been identified as liquid-phase STS
not NAT (Carslaw et al., 1997a). Observations specifically
of NAT particles frequently find much lower concentrations,
< 10−2 cm−3 (e.g., Northway et al., 2002; Pitts et al., 2009;
Lambert et al., 2012). Pitts et al. (2011) found that less
than 15 % of the CALIPSO PSC observations in the Arc-
tic between 2006–2010 fall into the category of NAT par-
ticles (“Mix 2-enh”) with a relatively high number density
(> 0.1cm−3) that are embedded into an STS cloud. In the ex-
tremely cold Arctic winter period in January 2010, there were
significantly more observations of this type of NAT particles
(and also of ice PSCs) than was previously the case (Pitts
et al., 2011), albeit at temperatures well below TNAT.
Furthermore, observations have shown that, for large-scale
low temperature conditions, the NAT particle characteristics
are at most 10−3 cm−3 during the first five days that PSCs
spend below TNAT. One set of Arctic observations found
NAT particle concentrations of 1.6× 10−4 cm−3 in air that
had been at temperatures between TNAT−3 K and TNAT for
∼ 20 h (Voigt et al., 2005). In another set of observations, air
that had been below TNAT for one to five days contained NAT
concentrations of ∼ 10−3 cm−3 (Larsen et al., 2004). These
NAT particle concentrations are comparable to the concen-
trations used in the “NAT, Current” scenario (Fig. 2).
The discovery of very large NAT particles (> 5 µm ra-
dius), commonly referred to as “NAT rocks” (Fahey et al.,
2001; Fueglistaler et al., 2002), was crucial because these
measurements provided the first conclusive evidence of large
NAT particles with very low concentrations (< 10−3 cm−3).
In Arctic winter 1999/2000, “NAT rocks” were observed over
many days and over large geographical regions, implying
that such particles are probably widespread at sufficiently
low temperatures, but had been undetectable with previous
instrumentation.
The occurrence of “NAT rocks” is important for deni-
trification, i.e., for the permanent removal of HNO3 from
the stratosphere. Large NAT particles, which can only form
through a selective nucleation process, sediment rapidly,
enabling efficient denitrification above the ice frost point.
Based on theoretical arguments, Salawitch et al. (1989)
had already suggested that NAT nucleation is selective
thereby allowing denitrification to occur without significant
dehydration. However, low NAT concentrations also have
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implications for heterogeneous chemistry. As the NAT parti-
cle concentration decreases, the maximum surface area den-
sity also decreases (Fig. 3a). For NAT concentrations below
10−2 cm−3, the liquid surface area density always exceeds
the NAT surface area density.
Furthermore, growth of NAT particles is slow compared
to the length of cold periods, especially in the Arctic (e.g.,
Peter, 1997; Dameris et al., 2007; Peter and Grooß, 2012).
Slow growth of NAT particles was indeed observed by Biele
et al. (2001) in lidar measurements in the Arctic. In Fig. 3,
NAT growth rates are shown which were determined using a
microphysical model of PSCs (Drdla et al., 2002). The model
was initialised with a specified number of NAT particles,
with initial radii of 0.1µm. The temperature was kept con-
stant at 192 K for the entire simulation. The chosen temper-
ature maximises NAT growth rates (at lower temperatures,
gas phase HNO3 is depleted by liquid phase HNO3 uptake,
inhibiting NAT growth). Other parameters were also chosen
to maximise particle growth, e.g., the HNO3 accommodation
coefficient was assumed to be unity. Liquid particles were
assumed to be simultaneously present in the microphysical
simulations, assuming a fixed total (liquid and NAT) parti-
cle concentration of 10 cm−3; the mode radius of the liquid
particles was 0.8µm. At high NAT concentrations, the slight
decrease in liquid surface area reflects the decreased liquid
particle concentration. The assumed conditions are too warm
for the formation of STS; at lower temperatures, STS forma-
tion will enhance the liquid surface area by a factor of ten.
Therefore, with decreasing concentration, NAT particles
are increasingly unlikely to reach the theoretically possible
maximum surface area densities (Fig. 3b). For concentrations
of ∼ 10−4 cm−3, more than five days below TNAT are nec-
essary for NAT surface area densities to approach the maxi-
mum values. Observations show that NAT surface area densi-
ties are ∼ 0.005 µm2cm−3 in a 20-hour-old PSC (Voigt et al.,
2005). With such slow growth, particles start sedimenting ap-
preciably before all the available gas phase HNO3 condenses.
Therefore, for sufficiently low particle concentrations, the
theoretically possible surface area density is unlikely to be
reached under stratospheric conditions.
Considered separately, either reduced surface area densi-
ties or humidity-dependent reaction probabilities are each
sufficient to prevent NAT particles from dominating chlo-
rine activation by heterogeneous chemistry. When combined
(“NAT, Current” in Fig. 2), these two factors imply that
NAT particles cannot be responsible for the onset of chlo-
rine activation observed near TNAT. “NAT, Current” assumes
a NAT surface area density of 0.1 µm2 cm−3, consistent with
a NAT concentration of 10−4 cm−3 after five days of contin-
uous growth (Fig. 3a). The NAT reaction probabilities are the
same as in the “NAT, New γ ” case. Even after five days be-
low TNAT, NAT particles only activate less than 0.1 % of the
available chlorine. Over longer timescales, larger NAT sur-
face area densities may be possible, but their chemical rele-
vance is limited because, in the meantime, a substantial frac-
tion of the chlorine tied up in reservoir species will have been
activated by other particles.
3 Heterogeneous chemistry on liquids
Stratospheric liquid sulfate aerosol provides a large, ubiq-
uitous surface area density (∼1 µm2 cm−3) for heteroge-
neous reactions (e.g., Portmann et al., 1996; Carslaw et al.,
1997a; Solomon, 1999). Chlorine activation reactions on liq-
uid aerosol are humidity-dependent (Hanson et al., 1994;
Carslaw and Peter, 1997; Shi et al., 2001; Sander et al.,
2011), resulting in a steady increase in reactivity with de-
creasing temperature (Fig. 2, “Liquid”): at ∼ 195 K, the re-
activity exceeds 0.1day−1. For the “Liquid” calculation in
Fig. 2, the aerosol composition was calculated using the pa-
rameterisation of Carslaw et al. (1995). The liquid reactiv-
ities used the formulation by Shi et al. (2001), as recom-
mended in the most recent evaluation by the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) of data for use in atmospheric studies
(Sander et al., 2011). This formulation provides the reactiv-
ity of binary H2SO4/H2O aerosol only. To calculate ternary
aerosol reactivities, the reactivity was assumed to be the same
as that for the binary aerosol particles which would form un-
der the same conditions (i.e., with the same water activity).
This assumption is supported by laboratory studies by El-
rod et al. (1995), who found that γ -values for liquid H2SO4-
HNO3-HCl-H2O solutions for Reaction (R1) remain essen-
tially unchanged when HNO3 uptake on the liquid particles
is neglected. In this approximation, differences between bi-
nary and ternary reactivities are caused solely by differences
in surface area.
Simultaneous measurements of stratospheric particles and
chlorine activation in Antarctica in July 1994 at temper-
atures below about 195 K (Kawa et al., 1997; Del Negro
et al., 1997) showed no NAT particles or corresponding sur-
face area increase. Thus, while liquid aerosol chlorine acti-
vation may occur near the threshold temperature TNAT, the
two activation mechanisms are distinct. With the constant
reaction probabilities in the “NAT, Original” formulation,
chlorine reactivity is controlled by particulate surface area
alone. For liquid aerosol, in contrast, the controlling factors
are reversed: the onset of activation is caused solely by re-
action probability changes (which are driven by temperature
change), while the surface area is nearly constant. Near TNAT
the aerosol contains a negligible fraction (less than one per-
cent) of the total available HNO3. The H2O content is higher
than at midlatitudes (thus enabling efficient chlorine reac-
tions), but the surface area density has increased by less than
2 %. Large liquid surface area density enhancements only oc-
cur 4 K below TNAT, when HNO3 uptake converts the aerosol
into an STS PSC. The reactivity for binary aerosol (Fig. 2,
“Liquid (binary)”), where STS formation is disabled, is iden-
tical to the “Liquid” value at temperatures above 192 K. The
divergence between these two curves at low temperatures
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isolates the contribution of PSC formation (i.e., the enhance-
ment of surface area density because of HNO3 uptake) to
chlorine activation. Even without PSC formation, the aerosol
reactivity exceeds 1 day−1.
Simulations of winter-long evolution in a detailed PSC and
chemistry model (Drdla et al., 2002; Drdla and Schoeberl,
2002, see Sect. 5 below) corroborate these conclusions. Over
an entire Arctic winter, NAT particles caused 2 % of the to-
tal chlorine activation and STS PSCs 12 %; the remaining
86 % was caused by cold binary aerosol. A second model
simulation where only binary sulfate aerosol was assumed
to be present (i.e., where PSC formation was suppressed)
had chlorine activation that was nearly identical to the sim-
ulation with full PSCs (63.8 % versus 63.4 %). Even in the
Antarctic, 58 % of all chlorine activation is caused by bi-
nary aerosol in a simulation with full PSC formation; with-
out PSCs, cold binary aerosol replaces the PSC contribution
and the total chlorine activation is almost unchanged (68.6 %
versus 68.1 %). PSCs make a contribution because they are
present for periods of the winter, but under the same con-
ditions, if the heterogeneous reactivity were limited to cold
binary aerosol reactivity, it would be sufficient to rapidly ac-
tivate any available chlorine. By the time PSCs form, activa-
tion is limited by the availability of reactants, not by the het-
erogeneous reaction rate. Thus, under these conditions, a re-
activity of 1 day−1 on cold binary aerosol has essentially the
same effect on chlorine activation as a reactivity of 10 day−1
on a PSC.
Although chlorine activation on cold binary aerosol may
initiate near TNAT (Fig. 2a), the similarity should not be used
to estimate chlorine activation under other conditions, such
as the denitrified conditions common in Antarctic spring-
time. When HNO3 is depleted, PSC formation is suppressed
(Fig. 2b): TNAT and the STS onset temperature are lower by
∼ 3 K and for the PSCs that do form their reduced surface
area limits the reactivities. In contrast, the binary aerosol re-
activity is unaffected by denitrification and therefore is iden-
tical for the conditions shown in Fig. 2a and b. In conformity
with the liquid aerosol reactivities, observations confirm that
chlorine activation is efficient under denitrified conditions,
in both the Arctic (Hanisco et al., 2002) and Antarctic (Shin-
dell and de Zafra, 1997). Since chlorine activation does not
require NAT formation, TNAT does not provide a reliable pre-
dictor of chlorine activation and subsequent ozone loss.
4 The chlorine activation threshold: TACL
To describe how the onset of chlorine activation responds
to changing conditions, it is useful to define a temperature
threshold for the onset of chlorine activation, TACL. The defi-
nition put forward here is based on liquid aerosol reactivities
by requiring that a critical reactivity threshold must be ex-
ceeded for efficient activation. We adopt a reactivity thresh-
old of 0.1 day−1, which is the point at which detectable lev-
els of active chlorine (∼ 10 %) are produced on timescales
of one day. A chlorine activation of 10 % is equivalent in
the current atmosphere to about 0.35 ppbv of ClO, which is
a clearly recognisable enhancement relative to background
levels of ∼ 0.1 ppbv.
Using a reactivity of 0.1 day−1 to define TACL, its value
was calculated employing the model by Drdla et al. (2002)
for a wide range of stratospheric conditions. The parameters
that were varied were H2O (range 1 to 20 ppmv), sulfate sur-
face area (0.1 to 100 µm2 cm−3), potential temperature (375
to 700 K), and HNO3 (1 to 20 ppbv). Calculations assuming
both a ternary and a binary liquid solution were performed
for each combination of H2O, surface area, and potential
temperature. All possible combinations of the parameters
were examined; in total, TACL was calculated for more than
500 000 different conditions. Across almost the full range of
tested conditions, TACL occurs at temperatures higher than
the onset of STS, and therefore TACL shows no significant
dependence on HNO3. At TACL the average HNO3 weight
percent of the liquid aerosol is 0.8 %; the surface area is on
average 2 % larger than the surface area at 210 K.
Based on the model results, a parameterisation of TACL is
deduced, where TACL depends only on H2O, sulfate aerosol
surface area density, and altitude (i.e., on the vertical coordi-
nate), but has no dependence on HNO3:
TACL = a+b·v+c·v2+d ·s+e·s2+f ·s3+g·v·s+h·v·s2 (2)
with
v = ln([H2O] · zα) (3)
s = ln(SA) (4)
where z, the input vertical coordinate, can be either the po-
tential temperature (θ ) or pressure (p). Here, [H2O] is the
H2O molar mixing ratio in ppmv (range 1 to 20 ppmv), SA is
the sulfate surface area density at 210 K in µm2 cm−3 (range
0.1 to 100 µm2 cm−3), θ is the potential temperature in kelvin
(range 375 to 700 K) and p is the pressure in hPa (range∼ 10
to 100 hPa). Equation (2) can be applied in regions where
the maximum solar elevation is less than 20◦ (i.e., the so-
lar zenith angle is greater than 70◦); the coefficients used are
listed in Table 1. Different values of the coefficients are found
for the choice of vertical coordinate, either potential temper-
ature or pressure.
The parameterisation of TACL (Eq. 2) was deduced using
a least-squares fit. Two separate fits were created to allow ei-
ther potential temperature or pressure to be used as the verti-
cal coordinate. Both fits match the chemical model results for
the temperature threshold of chlorine activation with compa-
rable accuracy. For most conditions (potential temperature
400 to 620 K, surface area 0.2 to 15 µm2 cm−3, water vapour
2 to 16 ppmv), the difference between model and fit is less
than 0.25 K. Over the full range of conditions, the root mean
square difference between model and fit is 0.21 K. This def-
inition of the threshold temperature TACL yields 194.5 K at
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Table 1. Coefficients for the parameterisation of TACL in Eq. (2).
Parameters are valid for potential temperature θ in kelvin and for
pressure p in hPa for the potential temperature rage 375–700 K cor-
responding to a pressure range of ∼ 10–100 hPa.
z= θ z= p
α −4.0628 1.1612
a 480.781 170.216
b 18.569 2.8625
c 0.2711 0.197
d 6.4481 0.1587
e 1.9915 −0.2457
f 0.05857 0.04705
g 0.2201 0.1665
h 0.07958 0.05914
typical stratospheric conditions (Fig. 2a), which is consistent
with observations of increased ClO at 195 K (Toohey et al.,
1993; Webster et al., 1993; Kawa et al., 1997).
The formulation of TACL as a threshold temperature for
the onset of chlorine activation does not take into account
chlorine deactivation, which counteracts chlorine activation,
if the activation does not occur during polar night. While the
formation of HCl from the reaction of atomic chlorine with
CH4 becomes significant only for very low ozone concentra-
tions (Douglass et al., 1995; Grooß et al., 1997, 2011) and
is therefore not relevant for the onset of chlorine activation,
the re-formation of ClONO2 from activated ClO may coun-
teract chlorine activation. However, for the low solar eleva-
tion (large solar zenith angle) conditions during polar winter,
the formation of ClONO2 is strongly suppressed because of
low concentrations of NO2. The reservoir species for NO2,
N2O5, is converted to HNO3 via heterogeneous reactions on
the background sulfate aerosol and the re-formation of NO2
from HNO3 via reaction with OH, and photolysis is rather
slow for low solar elevation (or large solar zenith angle).
Moreover, gas phase concentrations of HNO3 are strongly
suppressed in the presence of PSCs by the uptake of HNO3
in PSC particles, further limiting the efficiency of deacti-
vation. Thus, under conditions where chlorine deactivation
through the formation of ClONO2 is significant, distinguish-
ing between PSCs, which take up HNO3 from the gas phase,
and cold binary aerosol particles, which do not, is impor-
tant. Through the reduction of HNO3 in the gas phase, PSCs
slow down deactivation, which is not the case for cold binary
aerosol.
Under realistic conditions in the polar stratosphere in win-
ter, circumstances are complex. If rapid cooling to several
degrees below TACL occurs, the heterogeneous chlorine acti-
vation rate will rapidly exceed the activation rate prevailing
at TACL by a large amount (Fig. 2). Further, there are condi-
tions under which the re-formation of ClONO2 will enhance
chlorine activation rather than leading to deactivation. This is
the case when temperatures remain below TACL long enough
for ClONO2 to be completely depleted while the HCl reser-
voir is not entirely activated. Under these conditions, the re-
formation of ClONO2 provides a reaction partner for HCl so
that the heterogeneous activation can proceed further instead
of being stopped by the lack of a reaction partner for HCl
(e.g., Mu¨ller et al., 1994).
However, when the HCl reservoir is strongly depleted,
the production of NO2 under activated conditions leads to
the formation of ClONO2 and thus to deactivation even
though the heterogeneous reaction rates are large. Under
such conditions, deactivation would occur at temperatures
below TACL. On the other hand, for conditions of very low
ozone mixing ratios (below 0.5 ppmv) in Antarctic spring, a
balance is maintained by the gas-phase production of HCl
and HOCl followed by heterogeneous reactions of these two
compounds leading to no net change of active chlorine for a
certain period (Grooß et al., 2011).
Therefore, tests have been done using a full photochemical
model (Drdla and Schoeberl, 2002) to determine the condi-
tions under which chlorine deactivation is too slow to com-
pete with heterogeneous activation, assuming no denitrifica-
tion. The criteria used were that the timescale for deactivation
was more than 15 days (taking into account all possible chlo-
rine deactivation pathways) and that the amount of available
NOx (NO+NO2) was less than 0.5 ppbv. Under a range of
stratospheric conditions, these conditions were always met
by air parcels in which the noon time solar elevation was
less than 20◦ (i.e., the solar zenith angle is greater than 70◦).
Thus, when solar elevation is less than 20◦, deactivation is
too slow to significantly influence TACL, which covers the
region and time period of interest for the onset of polar chlo-
rine activation.
Further, model simulations confirm that 0.1 day−1 and
TACL represent meaningful thresholds for polar ozone loss.
Winter-long simulations of the 1999–2000 Arctic winter (see
Sect. 5 below) were examined to determine the model condi-
tions necessary for enhanced ozone loss. Figure 4 shows, for
each individual model air parcel in the “FullPSC” simulation,
a comparison of the ozone loss over winter and early spring
with the lowest temperature to which the air parcel was ex-
posed for one day. Exposure for one day was used instead of
the instantaneous minimum temperature because activation
does not occur instantaneously. Enhanced ozone loss is de-
tectable starting in air parcels that have spent one day below
TACL.
The most obvious difference between TACL and TNAT is the
sensitivity to sulfate surface area density (Fig. 5). Large vol-
canic eruptions can increase stratospheric aerosol surface ar-
eas, causing enhanced chlorine activation (Toon et al., 1993)
and ozone loss (e.g., Hofmann and Solomon, 1989; Hofmann
and Oltmans, 1993; Portmann et al., 1996; Deshler et al.,
1996; Tabazadeh et al., 2002; Rex et al., 2004; Solomon
et al., 2005; Tilmes et al., 2008b).
Portmann et al. (1996) investigated the interannual
variability of Antarctic ozone loss and emphasised the
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Fig. 4. Ozone loss as a function of the minimum temperature (rela-
tive to TACL) to which the air had been exposed for one day. Results
are shown for the Arctic “FullPSC” scenario (see Table 2). Ozone
loss is the total chemical loss from 1 November to 10 March. Each
point represents one simulated air parcel; all 2128 air parcels from
400 to 600 K are shown. The solid line is the average ozone loss in
each 1 K temperature bin.
importance of sulfate aerosol for heterogeneous chlorine ac-
tivation. They demonstrated that the inter-annual variability
and, in particular, the increases in Antarctic ozone deple-
tion in the 1980s could only be reproduced by a model that
included the observed interannual variation of stratospheric
aerosol. Furthermore, Portmann et al. (1996) found that the
increase in stratospheric aerosol caused by the eruption of
Mt Pinatubo in 1991 primarily affected the vertical extent of
the ozone hole in their simulations since the simulated ozone
loss at the altitudes with the strongest loss was nearly com-
plete, even when the volcanically enhanced aerosol was not
considered.
TACL and TNAT are both dependent upon H2O (Fig. 5c)
and potential temperature (Fig. 5d), but TACL shows some-
what greater sensitivity to both variables. The vertical sensi-
tivity is further enhanced for TACL by incorporating a gradi-
ent in the aerosol surface area density (Fig. 5d). Even moder-
ate differences between TACL and TNAT have consequences,
for example when comparing the areal extent of temperatures
below each threshold for an Arctic winter (Fig. 6). For the
example of the cold Arctic winter 2004–2005, the onset of
chlorine activation is estimated to occur two weeks earlier
based on TNAT than based on TACL and extends to higher al-
titudes throughout the winter. The deduced total areal extent
of chlorine activation is 50 % smaller for TACL than for TNAT
at 22 km, even though TACL is only 2 K lower than TNAT. In
regions with the most direct impact on column ozone, namely
lower altitudes and late in the winter, TACL yields a consid-
erably greater estimate of chlorine activation than TNAT.
5 Model simulations of the evolution of microphysics
and chlorine activation over polar winter
A model with full PSC microphysics, heterogeneous chem-
istry, and gas phase chemistry (Drdla et al., 2002; Drdla
and Schoeberl, 2002) was employed to further investigate
several aspects of this study. The model was used to simu-
late both the 1999–2000 Arctic winter and the 2000 Antarc-
tic winter. The simulations for the 1999–2000 Arctic winter
use the same methodology as previous studies (Drdla et al.,
2002; Drdla and Schoeberl, 2002). A comparable methodol-
ogy was adopted for the Antarctic winter, where 3517 tra-
jectories were simulated, extending from 15 April 2000 to
15 November 2000, ranging in potential temperature from
400 K to 750 K on 15 July. Table 2 summarises the micro-
physical scenarios used in this study.
The “FullPSC” scenario is designed as the most realistic
scenario describing PSC characteristics. In this case, chlorine
will be activated on all particles present, thus most closely
resembling the conditions in the real stratosphere. The as-
sumptions on microphysics are the same as in the “HetFrzB”
scenario, which was found to best match measurements in
both the Arctic (Drdla et al., 2002) and Antarctic (Benson
et al., 2006). The formation of a small (< 10−2 cm−3) con-
centration of NAT particles allows realistic denitrification to
occur. The remaining fraction of the particles is liquid, with
HNO3 uptake to form STS PSCs at lower temperatures. In
the Antarctic, significant dehydration is simulated as a result
of widespread ice PSC formation.
All other scenarios were designed as sensitivity studies
testing the impact of particular aspects of microphysics on
chlorine activation and ozone loss. The second scenario,
“Liquid”, was used to isolate the effects of denitrification and
dehydration. This scenario included only liquid-phase parti-
cles (no NAT or ice PSCs), but ternary solution formation
was allowed, so STS PSCs were prevalent. As discussed by
Drdla and Schoeberl (2002), maximum chlorine activation is
almost identical in the “Liquid” and “FullPSC” simulations.
This result is expected from the knowledge obtained through
laboratory studies on the reactivities of liquid aerosol parti-
cles (Ravishankara and Hanson, 1996; Solomon, 1999). The
differences in ozone loss (Table 2) can be attributed to the ef-
fects of denitrification and dehydration, which are suppressed
in the “Liquid” simulation.
The remaining scenarios further alter the “Liquid” sce-
nario to examine the chlorine activation processes specifi-
cally. “LiqBin” has only binary solution liquid aerosol par-
ticles. Without any HNO3 uptake, STS PSC formation is
suppressed and the liquid particle surface area density is not
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ACL NATFigure 3:  Comparison of the chlorine activation temperature, T , and T .  The blue dots show
ACL NATthe calculated values of T ; the green line is the fit (Table 1).  The red line is T , for 10 ppb
3 2HNO .  The vertical dashed line in each plot marks the standard conditions of 475 K, 5 ppm H O,
3and 1 :m cm ; one parameter is varied in each panel. (a) HNO  (b) Sulfate aerosol surface area.  (c)
2 -3
2H O.  (d)  Potential temperature.  For potential temperature, the blue dots and green line assume a
constant aerosol surface area of 1 :m cm .  The blue line incorporates a simple aerosol surface area2 -3
profile (by scaling the surface area according to the molecular density) to provide a more complete
ACLdescription of the vertical sensitivity of T .
Fig. 5. Comparison of the chlorine activation temperature, TACL (calculated values: dots; Eq. (2): green line), with TNAT (red line). The
vertical dashed lines mark the standard conditions of 10 ppbv HNO3, 1 µm2 cm−3 surface area density, 5 ppmv H2O, and 475 K; one pa-
rameter is varied in each panel. (a) HNO3. (b) Sulfate aerosol surface area density. (c) H2O. (d) Potential temperature. For (d), the dots and
the solid green line assume a constant 1 µm2 cm−3 surface area density; the blue line incorporates a simplified aerosol surface area density
profile. The simplified surface area density (SA) profile is constructed by assuming that the surface area density varies according to the air
density (i.e., the surface area density in units of µm2/mg-air is fixed); in this profile, the surface area density at 475 K remains 1 µm2 cm−3.
The resulting surface area density profile is comparable to measured values at background conditions (Bauman et al., 2003).
Fig. 6. Compar son for the 2004–2005 Arctic winter of the areal extent of temperatures below TNAT and TACL, lab lled ANAT and AACL,
respectively. (a) Winter-long integrals of AACL and ANAT. (b) Daily values of ANAT. (c) Daily values of AACL. The calculations are based
on daily UK Met Office analysis temperatures, interpolated onto potential temperature surfaces. Both AACL and ANAT calculations assume
5 ppmv H2O. For ANAT, HNO3 is initialised from a MkIV balloon profile (Toon et al., 1999) measured on 3 December 1999 (Salawitch
et al., 2002; Mu¨ller et al., 2002); denitrification is not incorporated into the calculation. For AACL, the “varying SA” sulfate surface area
density profile was used, similar to Fig. 5d.
enhanced at low temperatures. The reactivity corresponds to
the “Liquid (binary)” calculation in Fig. 2. Chlorine acti-
vation and ozone loss are nearly identical in “Liquid” and
“LiqBin”, showing that the chlorine activation is not sensi-
tive to the PSC characteristics or the surface area density en-
hancements caused by the PSCs. Under the conditions where
PSCs normally form, reactivities on binary aerosol alone are
fast enough to activate the available chlorine.
In “LiqTACL” and “LiqTACL2”, the conditions along
each simulated trajectory were artificially altered to fur-
ther constrain the importance of PSC-type temperatures. For
“LiqTACL”, the temperature was set equal to TACL during
the periods when the temperature would normally have been
less than TACL. Temperatures were not altered at conditions
above TACL. Similarly for “LiqTACL2”, the minimum tem-
perature was set to 2 K below TACL. These temperatures are
high enough to prevent STS PSC formation, i.e., the liq-
uid surface area density never increases above background
levels. In addition, the reactivity of the liquid aerosol is ef-
fectively capped: in “LiqTACL” the reactivity never exceeds
0.1 day−1 and for “LiqTACL2” the maximum is roughly
0.3 day−1. Chlorine activation and ozone loss are reduced in
these simulations in accordance with earlier studies that em-
phasised the importance of the rate of heterogeneous reac-
tions for the maintenance of high levels of active chlorine
into spring (Portmann et al., 1996; Carslaw et al., 1997b;
Drdla and Schoeberl, 2002). However, even with these sub-
stantial perturbations of the chemistry, both chlorine activa-
tion and ozone loss remain significant.
Therefore, “LiqTACL” shows that exposure to tempera-
tures at or below TACL, with reactivities no greater than
0.1 day−1, is by itself responsible for most of the model’s
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Table 2. Summary of model simulations of winter-long evolution. Five scenarios were examined, all of them for one Arctic and one Antarctic
winter, using a model with complete chemistry and microphysics (Drdla et al., 2002; Drdla and Schoeberl, 2002). One case (“FullPSC”) is
designed to be as realistic as possible; the other four cases are purely designed as sensitivity tests. Averages over the vortex (both horizontally
and vertically from 425 to 525 K) are shown. Chlorine activation dates were chosen to be near the peak in chlorine activation and before the
effects of denitrification had significant effects. The date chosen for ozone loss in the Arctic is immediately before the vortex final warming;
in the Antarctic, it is after ozone loss has maximised.
Scenario Key Features Vortex-Averaged Vortex-Averaged
Chlorine Activation (%) Ozone Loss (%)
Arctic Antarctic Arctic Antarctic
1 Feb 1 Aug 10 Mar 1 Nov
FullPSC All PSC types possible, denitrification occurs 64 68 36 87
Liquid Liquid particles only, no denitrification 64 68 33 85
LiqBin Binary liquid only (no STS PSCs) 64 69 33 84
LiqTACL Temperature > TACL 51 50 27 50
LiqTACL2 Temperature > TACL−2 59 61 31 64
chlorine activation and ozone loss. Allowing binary liquid
aerosol reactivity values greater than 0.1 day−1 (“LiqBin”
simulation), as is normally predicted below TACL without any
required changes in aerosol surface area density, enhances
the chlorine activation, but only by 18–20 %. Surface area
density increases, due to STS, NAT, or ice PSCs (“Liquid”
and “FullPSC” simulations), are not necessary to account for
any of the modelled chlorine activation. NAT and ice PSC
formation only alter the model chemistry through denitrifi-
cation and dehydration.
A greater reactivity on NAT than adopted here (Fig. 2)
would result if temperature-dependent γ -values based on
the laboratory measurements by Hanson and Ravishankara
(1993) were employed (Carslaw and Peter, 1997) and if a
greater number density of NAT particles was assumed. An
upper limit for the chlorine reactivity on NAT could be ob-
tained by assuming a NAT number density of 1 cm−3 and us-
ing the temperature-dependent γ -value provided by Carslaw
and Peter (1997) based on the measurements by Hanson
and Ravishankara (1993). A realistic assumption would be
that NAT forms at about ∼ 3 K supercooling. The reactiv-
ity on NAT resulting from these assumptions is very close
(for T < 193 K) to the reactivity in binary aerosol (Shi et al.,
2001) assuming no HNO3 uptake from the gas phase (Pe-
ter and Grooß, 2012). Therefore, assuming an upper limit for
NAT reactivity and zero reactivity on liquid particles would
result in a very similar chlorine activation and ozone loss in
the model as in the case “LigBin” (Table 2).
In interpreting the model results presented in Table 2, it
must be taken into account that, although designed as the
most realistic case, the numbers calculated for the “FullPSC”
case are dependent on parameters affected by uncertainties
such as the initial HCl to ClONO2 ratio, the extent of denitri-
fication, the temperature history, and the accuracy to which
reaction rate constants are known (see also Drdla and Schoe-
berl, 2002). Furthermore, in order to assess the quality of
simulated ozone loss, uncertainties in gas phase chemistry
are important in addition to uncertainties in heterogeneous
chlorine activation (Kawa et al., 2009). The focus here is on
the relative changes to the results obtained assuming vari-
ous scenarios to test the sensitivity of chlorine activation and
ozone loss to microphysical processes.
6 Discussion
6.1 Heterogeneous chemistry in models
Numerous models at a variety of spatial scales incorporate
stratospheric chemistry, leading to a range of different as-
sumptions about heterogeneous chemistry and about the on-
set of chlorine activation (e.g., Kra¨mer et al., 2003; Eyring
et al., 2010; Morgenstern et al., 2010). Substantially different
model results regarding the onset and the spatial and tempo-
ral extent of chlorine activation emerge depending on these
assumptions. It is important whether PSC formation in the
model is assumed at TNAT, whether supercooling is required
and whether a temperature dependence of the reaction prob-
abilities γ is implemented in the model (Fig. 5 in Kra¨mer
et al., 2003). Model simulations that assume the onset of
chlorine activation at TNAT (i.e., at the NAT equilibrium tem-
perature) tend to overestimate the magnitude, spatial extent
and duration of chlorine activation in comparison to obser-
vations of halogen species in the stratosphere (Engel et al.,
2000; Santee et al., 2008).
Further, models with full PSC microphysics introduced
small NAT concentrations (Davies et al., 2005; Grooß et al.,
2005) in order to produce realistic denitrification. As long
as most particles remain liquid, the chlorine activation rates
in these models are rather similar in magnitude to those de-
duced from the liquid aerosol chemistry adopted here. The
only implication comes when interpreting the model results,
since, even with aerosol-dominated chemistry, analyses have
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still attributed the chlorine activation to PSCs (Drdla and
Schoeberl, 2002).
Other stratospheric models that cannot incorporate de-
tailed particle chemistry instead use simplified parameteri-
sations that are often derived from NAT-based assumptions.
Assumptions employed are that NAT particles replace liq-
uid particles below TNAT; that NAT particles have large sur-
face area densities (i.e., concentrations of 1 cm−3 or radii of
1 µm); and that reaction probabilities are constant on NAT
(as recommended by the JPL evaluation, Sander et al., 2006,
2011).
However, the formation of NAT particles requires large su-
persaturations to prevail (Schlager et al., 1990; Dye et al.,
1990, 1992; Peter, 1997; Wagner et al., 2005) and observa-
tional evidence for NAT concentrations of ∼ 1 cm−3 is very
limited. Furthermore, there is evidence from laboratory stud-
ies that reaction probabilities on solid particles are dependent
on humidity, and thus on temperature (Abbatt and Molina,
1992; Hanson and Ravishankara, 1993; Carslaw and Peter,
1997).
Even with aerosol chemistry incorporated into a model,
these assumptions can result in NAT-controlled heteroge-
neous chemistry. For example, the well-established SLIM-
CAT chemical transport model (Chipperfield et al., 2005)
introduced an improved denitrification scheme with large
NAT particles, but still includes a second mode of numerous
small NAT particles that determine the heterogeneous chem-
istry (Davies et al., 2002). Chemistry climate models used
for assessments of stratospheric ozone loss (WMO, 2007;
Eyring et al., 2007, 2010) frequently adopt even simpler het-
erogeneous chemistry schemes. Although the conditions at
which various types of PSCs condense and evaporate vary
between CCMs, the simplest assumption, namely that PSCs
are formed at the saturation points of HNO3 over NAT and
H2O over water-ice, is made in most current state-of-the-
art CCMs (Eyring et al., 2010; Morgenstern et al., 2010).
However, there are models that allow for NAT and ice super-
saturation (Pitari et al., 2002; Garcia et al., 2007; Schraner
et al., 2008) or that allow NAT formation only on ice or pre-
existing NAT particles (Buchholz, 2005). For chemistry cal-
culations, an assumption that possibly leads to a more realis-
tic description of chlorine activation would be to assume that
NAT particles are never present, and rely instead solely upon
liquid aerosol for chlorine activation. The latter approach has
indeed been adopted for the Canadian Middle Atmosphere
Model (Hitchcock et al., 2009).
Some models, for example, numerical weather prediction
models which assimilate ozone, have implemented simpli-
fied chemistry schemes that explicitly use TNAT to predict
chlorine activation. These assimilation schemes treat chlo-
rine activation by considering a “cold tracer” that is turned
on below TNAT (Hadjinicolaou et al., 1997; Eskes et al., 2003,
2005; Geer et al., 2006). The excessively fast activation that,
in this way, is assumed to occur immediately at TNAT may
explain the overprediction of ozone loss that has been noted
with these models (Eskes et al., 2005). If such simple param-
eterisations were based on TACL they should provide a more
realistic chlorine activation without additional computational
expense.
6.2 Metrics for polar ozone loss
The chlorine activation threshold TNAT has also been used
as a metric for examining interannual variability in ozone
loss (Rex et al., 2004, 2006; Tilmes et al., 2004) and eval-
uating model performance (Chipperfield et al., 2005; Dou-
glass et al., 2006). However, by using TNAT these analyses
do not accurately represent the processes controlling chlo-
rine activation. For a few years now, observational estimates
of vortex-wide PSC coverage have been available from the
CALIPSO experiment (Pitts et al., 2007, 2009, 2011). These
measurements show that the area in which PSCs are observed
is significantly smaller than it would be if inferred from TNAT.
The fact that TACL and TNAT take similar values at altitudes
of about 20 km (∼ 475K) explains why, despite the deficits
of TNAT stated above, many studies based on TNAT were able
to reach valid and robust conclusions on heterogeneous chlo-
rine activation.
Replacing TNAT with TACL provides a more robust scien-
tific basis for the definition of the activation transition tem-
perature. First studies that use TACL as the threshold for chlo-
rine activation have recently been reported (Tilmes et al.,
2007, 2008a; Feck et al., 2008; Tilmes et al., 2009). Tilmes
et al. (2009) found that metrics based on TACL allowed a bet-
ter description of observed Arctic ozone loss than metrics
based on TNAT.
PSC-based assumptions about chlorine activation alter
perceptions of how various factors influence polar ozone
loss. One example is the inference that denitrification reduces
ozone loss: if PSCs control chemistry, then suppression of
PSCs in springtime denitrified conditions could lead to less
efficient chlorine activation. However, liquid aerosol reactivi-
ties and thus TACL are insensitive to HNO3, allowing chlorine
activation to remain efficient even in denitrified conditions.
6.3 Outlook
Arguably, this paper poses more questions than it answers. In
this section, we discuss the necessary steps to make progress
with answering these questions. First, the relative importance
of heterogeneous reactions on various surfaces for chlorine
activation should be tested through case studies. It will be
important to select cases where constraints on the tempo-
ral development of the chlorine reservoir species HCl and
ClONO2 and of active chlorine (ClO, Cl2O2) are available
(e.g., Jones et al., 1990b; Toohey et al., 1993; Kawa et al.,
1997; Jaegle´ et al., 1997; Woyke et al., 1999; Vogel et al.,
2003; Stimpfle et al., 2004; Wilmouth et al., 2006; Sumin´ska-
Ebersoldt et al., 2012). Such studies would make it pos-
sible to both address the question of which surfaces are
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responsible for activation in a particular case and to test the
sensitivity of the observed activation to the heterogeneous
reactivity. Of particular interest would be the case of initial
activation, i.e., a case when, for the first time in winter, air
masses cool below the threshold for chlorine activation. Re-
cently, Wegner et al. (2012) reported results of a model sim-
ulation of airborne ClO measurements at about 475 K in the
Arctic vortex in March 2005 and January 2010. They found
that heterogeneous reactions on cold binary aerosol particles
were sufficient to explain the observed chlorine activation
and that results hardly changed for a full PSC simulation,
where surface area was enhanced through uptake of HNO3.
Second, heterogeneous reactivity might be “saturated” in
the sense that it exceeds the reactivity required for full acti-
vation in the centre of the ozone loss region, but not at the top
and bottom of the loss region. Thus, it will be important to
scrutinise the importance of the various heterogeneous sur-
faces to explain the full height profile of ozone loss. Such
studies will also need to take into account the great impact of
uncertainties in gas phase chemistry on predictions of ozone
loss (Kawa et al., 2009).
Third, the long-term development of polar ozone loss –
especially the Antarctic ozone hole – and its dependence on
heterogeneous reactivity needs to be investigated. This will
allow the relative importance of various heterogeneous reac-
tions for chlorine activation and polar ozone loss to be tested
under conditions of relatively low stratospheric chlorine in
the early 1980s, of maximum chlorine around 2000, and of a
decreasing stratospheric chlorine burden after the year 2000
(WMO, 2011).
Such studies will further allow the importance of volcani-
cally enhanced stratospheric sulfate aerosol for the develop-
ment of polar ozone over the past decades (Portmann et al.,
1996) to be revisited, based on an improved understanding
of PSC formation and the temperature dependence of het-
erogeneous reactions (e.g., Peter and Grooß, 2012), as well
as on recent recommendations of heterogeneous reactivity
(Sander et al., 2011). Quantifying the impact of volcanically
enhanced sulfate aerosol on stratospheric ozone is of partic-
ular importance as the artificial injection of sulfur into the
stratosphere is being discussed as a way to mitigate global
warming (Crutzen, 2006; Rasch et al., 2008); such a course
of action is predicted to have detrimental effects on polar
ozone (e.g., Tilmes et al., 2008a, 2009). Model studies should
be conducted using state-of-the-art three-dimensional chem-
ical transport models that allow the temperature and latitude
excursions of air parcels to be described, which are important
for the details of heterogeneous chlorine activation, chlorine
deactivation, and catalytic ozone loss.
7 Conclusions
The temperature threshold TACL for activation of chlorine
in the polar stratosphere is a useful quantity for diagnosing
and parameterising the onset of chlorine activation and sub-
sequent polar ozone loss. It is a coincidence, however, that
under typical stratospheric conditions at ∼ 20 km a tempera-
ture of 195 K (or TNAT) provides an approximate estimate for
the threshold that describes both the onset of heterogeneous
chlorine activation and PSC occurrence. This coincidence
does not imply that the same processes control the micro-
physics of PSC formation and heterogeneous chemistry, nor
does it imply that chlorine activation occurs at TNAT under
different conditions. TNAT is a microphysical parameter that
is essential for understanding where NAT PSCs may form or
exist and where denitrification is likely. However, for chem-
ical applications, TNAT misrepresents the processes control-
ling the threshold for the onset of chlorine activation.
We suggest that, as a metric for the onset of polar chlorine
activation and the resulting chemical ozone loss, TNAT should
no longer be used. It is important that, in models designed to
describe the full heterogeneous chemistry, liquid phase reac-
tions are included in detail and that NAT formation and NAT
surface area densities are realistically represented. Further-
more, the temperature dependence of heterogeneous reaction
probabilities γ should be implemented in models in a realis-
tic manner.
It is not possible to replace a detailed model calculation by
considering simple temperature proxies for chlorine activa-
tion. However, based on reaction rates on cold binary aerosol,
we have derived here a temperature threshold for polar chlo-
rine activation TACL, which provides a more accurate de-
scription of the temperature conditions necessary for chlorine
activation and ozone loss in the polar stratosphere than TNAT.
There are applications where replacing TNAT with TACL will
provide a simple, practical way of achieving a more process-
oriented basis for ozone loss metrics or parameterisations.
This will allow improvements such as more accurate model-
measurement intercomparisons (especially when accounting
for HNO3 variations) and an integrated treatment of vol-
canic aerosol effects. Assessments based on TNAT will, for
example, underestimate the ramifications of artificially en-
hancing stratospheric aerosol, which has been proposed as
a climate modification to mitigate global warming (Crutzen,
2006; Tilmes et al., 2008a; Rasch et al., 2008). Similarly, us-
ing TACL in place of TNAT results in a stronger dependence
of chlorine activation on stratospheric water vapour (Kirk-
Davidoff et al., 1999; Feck et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2011).
Although TNAT is inappropriate for describing chlorine ac-
tivation, it remains a useful parameter for assessing where
PSCs are likely to occur. TNAT is the highest temperature at
which NAT PSCs can possibly exist; other HNO3-containing
PSCs, for example STS, occur at relatively constant tem-
perature offsets relative to TNAT. TNAT may also be rele-
vant for processes that are controlled by PSC microphysics.
Denitrification, in particular, will be controlled by exposure
to temperatures below TNAT, introducing a connection be-
tween TNAT and ozone loss. However, denitrification can only
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supplement the ozone loss caused by chlorine activation, and
therefore is a secondary influence on ozone.
In summary, the onset of heterogeneous chlorine activation
leading to polar ozone depletion is dominated by reactions on
liquid, cold binary particles, which do not cause substantial
uptake of HNO3 from the gas phase (less than one percent).
As a metric for the onset of heterogeneous chlorine activa-
tion, TACL is a more appropriate parameter than TNAT and
will allow a more accurate assessment of the response of the
polar stratosphere to future climate change.
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